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KOAMTAC Fundamentals 
Using the KDC Finger Trigger Glove Adaptor 

The KDC Finger Trigger Glove Adaptor has three primary functions with a KDC200 (1D laser 
scanner) or KDC300 (2D imager scanner).  
 
•  The side-facing connector for the finger trigger cable works for LEFT or RIGHT handed 

Finger Trigger Gloves.  
•  The secondary side-facing connector for charging is conveniently located. There is no 

need to remove the FT cable from the primary side-facing connector.  
•  The charging cradle pogo-pins on the bottom (for drop-in) compatibility with KOAMTAC 

charging cradle models CC 2X4 & CC 2X1.  
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Remove the battery cover screw on the back of 
the KDC200/KDC250.KDC300. A longer screw 
will be included in your order.  

Remove the rubber USB connector cover on 
the bottom of your KDC. The cover may be cut 
at the smallest hinge point. No damage will 
result from cutting this part from your KDC.  

Insert the KDC into the adaptor, ensuring the 
USB connector is completely engaged in the 
USB port of the KDC. Once, attached the screw 
hole on the back of the scanner should line up 
with the adaptor. Fasten the adaptor to the 
KDC with the supplied screw.  
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Insert the KDC into the pocket of the Finger Trigger Glove.  
 
•  Use the KDC250/300 FTG for the KDC200 Finger Trigger Glove Adaptor. 
•  Use the KDC350 FTG for the KDC250/300 Finger Trigger Glove Adaptor.  
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Slide the KDC & FTG Adaptor into the Finger 
Trigger Glove.  

+	  

Connect the FT cable to one side of the 
adaptor and use the opposite side for your 
original USB charging cable.  

When using the Finger Trigger Glove 
adaptor with CC 2X4, simply place them in 
the charging cradle and begin charging. Be 
sure the KDC screen is facing the same 
direction as the KOAMTAC logo on the 
front of the charger. The LED lights will 
illuminate when charging contact is made.  


